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In this work, we consider the application of an Intelligent Petri Type 2 Fuzzy Direct Adaptive 
Control for a class of single input single output nonlinear systems. Within this scheme, the 
Petri Type 2 Fuzzy Neural Networks (PT2FNN) are employed to approximate an unknown ideal 
controller, that can achieve control objectives in the presence of external disturbance  with high 
accuracy, minimum cost and global stability. The adjusted parameters of PT2FNN are updated 
online with a stable adaptation mechanism designed to minimize the tracking error. Stability of 
the proposed control scheme is shown based on Lyapunov theory. The simulation results showed 
that the developed controller which is based on Petri Type 2 Fuzzy Neural Networks (PT2FNN) 
performs successfully. Compared with type 1 and type 2 fuzzy adaptive controllers, the suggested 
Approximator can be used to design an efficient robust direct adaptive controller. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Most dynamic systems encountered in practice are of nonlinear nature. Conventional linear 

control techniques such as PID control and LQ control can sometimes be applied to 

nonlinear systems to a very limited operating range, through the linearization method. 

However, the level of desired performance or continued problems over a wide operating 

range requires the inclusion of non-linearities in the design of the control. To overcome this 

problem, the theory of intelligent adaptive control of nonlinear systems is introduced. 

 

This theory uses a universal approximator for approximating, with a fixed degree of 

arbitrary precision, the nonlinear dynamics in the system or in the control law. According to 

the role of the approximator, we can classify the types of adaptive controls using universal 

approximators for nonlinear systems proposed in the literature into two categories: direct 

adaptive control and indirect adaptive control. 

 

In the first type, the approximator is used to approximate the control law; the parameters 

are adjusted according to a law of adaptation inferred from the Lyaponov function. We can 

also use the approximator to model the nonlinear system, and then synthesize a control law 

depending on the model; it is the case of indirect adaptive control. 
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The majority of direct and indirect adaptive control schemes use universal approximators as 

fuzzy systems (FS), wavelet neural networks (WNN) and neural networks (NN), and other 

hybrid approximators as fuzzy neural networks wavelet (FWNN) and petri fuzzy systems 

(PFS) to approximate the uncertainty of nonlinear systems, with a different degree of 

precision for each approximator. 

 

It was proved by Wang and Mendel that fuzzy systems can be represented as linear 

combinations of fuzzy basis function, these linear combinations can approximate any real 

continuous function on a compact set to arbitrary accuracy [4]. 

 

According to the type of fuzzy systems used to approximate the nonlinear function, there 

are two kinds of adaptive fuzzy control: T1 adaptive fuzzy control and T2 adaptive fuzzy 

control. The majority of research in the field of fuzzy adaptive control uses type 1 fuzzy 

systems. In authors developed an adaptive Type-2 (T2) fuzzy controller for uncertain 

nonlinear system and they proved its potential performance advantage over adaptive Type-1 

(T1) fuzzy systems. Based on Type-2(T2) fuzzy systems, Meriem et al established an 

adaptive Type-2 Fuzzy Sliding Mode Controller for SISO Nonlinear Systems Subject to 

Actuator Faults [3]. 

 

Wavelet networks are integrated with the sliding mode control by Chen and Lin in order to 

solve the tracking control for nonlinear systems. The results of which proved that this 

design is more efficient than conventional neural networks in approximating nonlinear 

functions [5]. 

 

Narendra and Parthasarathy [6] were the first who proposed, in a systematic manner the 

identification and control of nonlinear systems by neural networks. This research was 

limited to simulation, and no evidence of the closed loop stability was provided. A first 

rigorous analysis of neural networks in identification and control schemes can be found in 

the work of Polycarpou and Ioannou [7]. Sanner and Slotine proposed for the first time the 

use of radial basis function networks(RBF) to control the nonlinear systems with an 

analysis of the stability of the control loop [8]. Sadegh proposed a stable adaptive control 

based on a neural network with sigmoid activation functions [9]. The first results, with 

evidence of stability, linearization by adaptive loop, using a neural network with one hidden 

layer, were obtained by Chen and Khalil [10] for discrete systems and by Chen and Liu [11] 

for continuous  systems. Lewis et al. [15] have developed new laws to fit a neural adaptive 

control based on the analysis of Lyapunov. 

 
Wavelet theory is combined with fuzzy logic and NNs in order to create a new 

approximator called fuzzy wavelet neural network (FWNN). The synthesis of a fuzzy 

wavelet neural inference system involves the determination of the optimal definitions of the 

consequent part of fuzzy If–Then rules. 

 

A combination of fuzzy technology and WNN for solving signal processing and control 

problems has been used by different researchers. In [20],[18] and [19], they proposed the 

wavelet network model of a fuzzy inference system. In [18], the membership functions are 

chosen from a family of scaling functions, and the fuzzy system is developed using wavelet 

techniques. In [20] a fuzzy wavelet network that includes the combination of three sub-nets 

( pattern recognition sub-net, fuzzy reasoning sub-net, and control synthesis sub-net ) is 

presented. The architecture of the system is complicated by the use of such multilayer 

structures. An FWNN structure that is constructed on the base of a set of fuzzy rules is 

proposed in [21] and used for the approximation of nonlinear functions. Other wavelet-
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based approaches include FWNN structures developed to control dynamic plants [22] and 

for time-series prediction [23]. 

 

As Petri nets can be used to represent not only the flow of control but also the flow of data, 

these make it possible to analyze the stability of the fuzzy control system. 

 

Furuhashi and Uchikawa applied Petri net representation to the description of fuzzy control 

system [24]. They have also proved the stability analysis, Furuhashi et al  have proposed a 

stability analysis method of fuzzy control system by using a generalized fuzzy Petri net 

model, this method bridges the stability analysis system on the symbolic level and the 

actual behaviour of the control system with the continuous values [25][26]. Suratgar and 

Nikravesh proposed a method for linguistic modelling using fuzzy Petri net for stability 

analysis [27], [28]. Yamamoto and Furuhashi have extended the symbolic stability analysis 

[29]. 

 

In [30], the authors developed a novel universal approximator by the integration of Petri 

networks into type 2 fuzzy neural networks (T2FNN). By incorporating Petri layers, the 

number of rules is optimized. Moreover, a new inference type 2 fuzzy system was 

developed to reduce the time consumed in the inference procedure. The Petri type 2 fuzzy 

neural networks (PT2FNN) approximator was used to approximate an indirect adaptive 

control for uncertain single-input single-output non-linear system. 

 

This paper presents a direct adaptive fuzzy control approach for a class of nonlinear 

systems. It is an extension of our previous work [30] where the Petri Type 2 Fuzzy Neural 

Networks (PT2FNN) are used to generate only the indirect adaptive control.  In this work, 

the PT2FNNs are used to approximate desired direct adaptive controller that can achieve 

control objectives. Using the Lyapunov approach, it is proved that the proposed adaptive 

PT2FNN controller can guarantee the boundedness of all the signals of the closed-loop 

system. 

 

This paper is organized as follows; section 2 describes the development of ideal control law 

for a class of uncertain nonlinear systems. In Section 3, The Petri type 2 fuzzy neural 

networks (PT2FNN) approximator is presented then, the direct PT2FNN adaptive control is 

detailed in Section 4. Section 5 presents numerical results and comparative studies of the 

simulated models which validate the proposed scheme of control. Concluding remarks and 

comments are given in Section 6. 

 

2. Problem formulation 

 

In this section we present  the ideal control law for a class of  uncertain nonlinear system  

single input single output (SISO) defined by the following nonlinear differential equation : 

 �(�) = ���, … , �(�
�)� + ���, … , �(�
�)�� + � (1) 

 
u ∈R is the input and  y ∈ R is the output. f(.) and g(.) are unknown  continuous functions, d  

is the external bounded disturbance. The state-space representation of the equation (1) is 

given as: 
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� ��� =  ��                                   ⋮                         ���
� =  ����       ���� �(�) + �(�)� + �                                                 (2) 

 � =  ��                                                                                                                                  (3) 

 �� =  [��, ��, … , ��] = [�, �� , … , �(�
�)] is the vector of state variables. All the state 

variables ��are assumed to be available for measurement. 

The equation systems (2) and (3) can be written  in a matrix form as: 

 ��� = �� +  [�(�) + �(�)�] + !y = #��                                                                                                    (4) 

 

Where :     

 

� =  $%%
%&0 1 0 ⋯ 00 0 1 ⋯ 0 ⋮  ⋮  ⋮ ⋱ ⋮0 0 0 ⋯ 10 0 0 ⋯ 0+,,

,-  =  
$%%
%&00⋮01+,,

,- # =  
$%%
%&10⋮00+,,

,- ! =  
$%%
%&00⋮0�+,,

,-
                                                        (5) 

 

The tracking error is defined as: 

 ./(0) = �(0) − �2(0)                                                                                                                          (6) 

 

Where ,�(0) =  3�, �� , … , �(4−1)5is the output vector and�2(0) = [�2 , ��2 , … , �2 (�
�)] 
is the desired trajectory vector. 

 

The  filtered  tracking error 6/ is defined  as: 

 6/ = ( 22/ + 7)�
� ./(0) =  ./�
� + ⋯ + 7�./ +  7�./                                                          (7) 

 

Where , ./ = [./ , .�/, … , ./�
�]�  and 7 =  [7�, … , 7�
�]�. 

 

Let 7 =  [7� , … , 7�
�]�be chosen such that all the roots of  polynominal 8(6/) =  6/�
� +7�
�6/�
� + ⋯ + 7� 
are lie  in the left half of the complex plane. 

 

The exact feedback linearization control law which stabilizes the global closed loop system 

and  ensures an optimal performances can be obtained as : 

 �∗ =  �:(;) [−�(�) − ∑ 7�./� − � + �2(�)�
���� ]                                                                         (8) 
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The exact feedback linearization control law given by the equation (8) can not be 

implemented, because the  nonlinear functions  f(x) and  g(x) are unknowns. Therefore, it is 

required to estimate this control law using Petri Type 2 Fuzzy Neural Networks (PT2FNN). 

Before the development of the direct control law, it is required to make the following 

assumptions. 

Assumption 1 :The external bounded disturbance d is bounded by D, where,|�| ≤ ! . 

Assumption 2 :The derivative of the unknown nonlinear function g(x) is assumed bounded 

by an unknown continuous function |��(�)| ≤ !(�). 

Assumption 3 :The minimum approximation error |?2(�)| ≤ @ has an upper bound . 

 

3. Petri Fuzzy Type 2 Neural Networks (PT2FNN) 

 
In this section we briefly discuss the architecture of a Petri Type 2 Fuzzy Neural Networks 

(PT2FNN) which are used for approximating the ideal control law given by (8). 

The T2FNN can be divided into two parts: one part contains few fuzzy IF-THEN rules and 

a second part which is the fuzzy inference engine. In the PT2FNN, a novel step between 

these two parts is introduced  using the petri layer that filters out the rules and passes just 

those rules which describe the system locally. 

 

Figure 1Architecture of petri type 2 fuzzy  neural network 
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The rule base  of PT2FNN consists of N rules assuming the following form: AB ∶ DE FGDH  IJGKG LMN FO DH IJOKO … LMN DH FMIJMKM PQRM S = TB. B = G, … , V  
 

Where [FG, FO, … , FM]is the vector of input variables, IJDKD  ⊂  XKD D = G, O, … , M LMN K =G, O, … , Y LMN  B = G, O, … , Vare the antecedent type 2 membership functions,TB = [TB, TB]arethe lower 

and the upper singleton consequent type 2 fuzzy  sets, y is the output. The footprint of 

uncertainty (FOU) is an uncertainty zone contained in the primary memberships. Which is  

the  bounded region between  the upper membership functionZIDKD(FD)and the lower 

membership function ZIDKD(FD)Figure (1) shows the proposed six-layered PT2FNN 

structure, and the functions of each layer  are detailed as follows: 
 

Layer 1 (Input Layer): Each node in this layer is a linear function where the input variables 

pass directly to the next layer. 

 

Layer 2 (Membership Function Layer): In this stage the fuzzification operation is executed 

using type 2 membership function. 

 

Layer 3 (Petri Layer): This layer  produces tokens and makes use of competition laws as 

follows to select suitable fired nodes: 

 

PKD =  [ G, ZIJDKD(FD)  ≥  NP Q], ZIJDKD(FD) < NP Q                                                                                                 (9) 

 

where PKDis the transition and NP Qis a variable threshold as a function of the filtered tracking 

error _P given by (7), that is tuned by the following equation: 

 �/ ` =  ab cde (
af  ghig )��cde (
af  ghig )                                                                                                   (10) 

 

Layer 4 (Rule Layer): This layer  computes the implication of each rule. The firing  interval 

of the7/` rule  ja can be computed using the following equation: 

 

klm
ln �a =  opqr(��) ∗ … ∗ opsr(��)�a =  opqr(��) ∗ … ∗ opsr(��)ja =   t�a ,  �au , 7 = 1, … v                                                                                            (11) 

 
Layer 5 (Upper and lower output Layer): Each node in this layer is a  consequent node and 

functions as a linear model. Each rule node in layer 4 has a corresponding consequent node wain layer 5. 
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There are many such methods type-reduction to combineja(��)and the corresponding rule 

consequents. The most commonly used one is the center-of-sets type-reducer: 

 xyzh(�) =  ∑ {r(;s)w7|r}q∑ {r(;s)|r}q = [~� , ~�]                                                                                      (12) 

 

Where  ~�  and ~�   can represent by: 

 ~� =  ∑ �7w7v7=1∑ �7v7=1 =  ∑ �7v7=1 w7 =  �(�)w�                                                                  (13) 

 ~� =  ∑ �r�r|r}q∑ �r|r}q =  ∑ �a�a�� wa =  �(�)w�                                                                          (14) 

 

Wherew = 3w�, w�, … , w�5, w = 3w�, w�, … , w�5, � = t��, ��, … , ��u , � =[��, ��, … , ��] are the vectors of the basic functions with: 

 �a =  �r∑ ��|�}q  , �a =  �r
∑ ��|�}q  , 7 = 1,2, … , v                                                                   (15) 

 

Layer 6 (Modulation Layer): In this layer  an adaptive ponderation  between  the upper 

output ~�  and the lower output ~� is performed using  the proposed adaptive factor� to 

replace the K-M iterative inference, which is very complicated process especially for real 

time applications. 

 

The output of the PT2FNNx(�, w, w) is given by: 

 x ��, w, w� =  � ~� +  (1 −  α)~�                                                                                       (16) 

 

We can say that PT2FNN is composed of two type 1 fuzzy neural networks   and the output x(�, w, w) is the adaptive modulation  between the output of each  type 1 fuzzy neural 

networks.  Substituting (13) and (14) into (16}), the output x(�, w, w)  be represent by: 

 x��, w, w� =  α�(x)w� + (1 − α)�(�)w�                                                                      (17) 

 

Finally, the output of PT2FNN can be rewritten in the following compact form: x��, w, w� =  ξ(x)w�                                (18) 

Where w = [w�, w�] and �(�) = [α�(x), (1 − α)�(�)] 
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4. Direct adaptive control using Petri Fuzzy Type 2 Neural Networks 

 

The ideal control law which stabilizes the global closed loop system and  ensures an 

optimal performances can be obtained as : 

 � =  G�(F) t−E(F) ∑ BDRPDM
GD�G − N + SN(M)u − �(F)� H�M(HP) + �(F)O�O(F) HP               (19) 

 

The ideal control law given by the equation (19) can not be implemented, because the  

nonlinear functions E(F), �(F)and �(F)   are unknowns. Therefore, a Petri Fuzzy Type 2 

Neural Networks (PT2FNN) are used to approximate the ideal control law given by the 

equation (19). The  optimal direct control law can be  written as: 

 

� =  [�(�)T∗� + �(F)            ���R� NR��Y��HDPD�M�(F)T∗� +  �(F)           ���R� NR��Y��HDPD�M                                              

(20) 

 

Where �(F) and�(F) are the approximation errors. �(�) and �(F) the lower and the upper 

membership functions. T∗� and  T∗�
are the optimal lower and upper adaptive parameters 

of�. 

 

Using the modulation of the upper and the lower outputs, � is given by: 

 � =  � �(�)T∗� + (G − �)�(F)T∗� +  � �(F) + (G − �)�(F) = � ∗�F , T∗�, T∗�� + �(F)                                                                                                                  (21) 

 

   Where  

 

[� ∗ �F , T∗�, T∗�� =  � �(�)T∗� + (G − �)�(F)T∗�
�(F) =   � �(F) + (G − �)�(F)                                              (22) 

 

The control law � ∗ �F , T∗�, T∗��can be approximated using PFT2NN defined by (17), as 

the following : 

 ���F , T, T� =  ���(F)TJ� + (G − ��)�E(F)TJ�
                                                          (23) 

 

The adaptive laws of adjusted parameters are chosen as: 

 

TJ� =   TJ� =  ¡ _P� � �(�)
TJ� =  ¡_P� � �(F)                                                                                              (24) 
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��� =  ¡� _P ( �(F)TJ��(F)TJ�
                                                                                     (25) 

 

Figure (2) shows the overall direct adaptive control scheme. Now, Let us give the analytic 

stability proof of the direct adaptive control scheme, based on the direct Lyapunov 

approach. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2 Direct adaptive control scheme 

 

 

Theorem 1: Applying the control law defined by (23) for the nonlinear system modeled by 

the nonlinear differential equation (1) and using the adaptation law given by (24, 25). If 

Assumptions (1), (2) and (3) are satisfied, the following properties are guaranteed : 

 

– The boundedness of all signals is ensured  in the closed loop; 

– The filtered tracking error HP → ]when P →  ∞which implicates the  

asymptotically convergence of the tracking errors and their derivatives  to zero RP(D)  → ] when P →  ∞ for D = G, … , M − G. 
 

Proof of the theorem 1: Using the direct adaptive control, the candidate Lyapunov 

function¤�   is chosen as: 

 ¤ =  GO�(F) HPO +  GO¡ T¥�T¥ + G O ¡ T¥�T¥ + GO ¡� �¦O                                                            (26) 

 

The  derivative of the candidate Lyapunov function V is given by: 

 ¤� =  
 �(F)O�(F)O HPO + G�(F) HP H� P −  G¡ T¥�TJ� − GS TJ�TJ� −  G¡� �¦���                                          (27) 

 

Let us determine the time derivative of the filtered tracking  errorH� P 
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H� P = § BDRDP +  S(M) + SN(M)M
G

D�G  

 

                             =  § BDRDP + (E(F) +  �(F) � + N)M
G
D�G − SN(M)

 

 

                            = § BDRDP + (E(F) +  �(F) � + N) − M
G
D�G SN(M) + �(F)���F, T, T�

− �(F)���F, T, T�                                                                                       (O¨) 

 

Applying (12) and (14), the derivative of the filtered tracking  error H� Pcan be rewriting as    
     
H� P = § BDRDP +  E(F) +  �(F) �� − ���F, T, T�� + N − SN(M) + �(F)� M
G

D�G  

 

                              =  § BDRDP + E(F) +  �(F)�� + NM
G
D�G − SN(M) − E(F) −  § BDRDP

M
G
D�G − N + SN

− �(F)� H�M(HP) + �(F)O�O(F) HP                                  = �(F)�� − �(F)� H�M(HP) + �(F)O�O(F) HP                     (29)    
 

Now, we determine the approximation error �¦ . The subtraction of (23) from (21) is given 

by: 

  �¦ = © − ���F, T, T�      = � � �(�)T¥� +  ( G − � � )�(F)T¥� + ª�(F)TJ� − �(F)TJ�« �¦ +  ª�(�)T¥� −
                                  �(F)T¥�« �¦ + ��(F) + (G − �)�(F)                                          (30) 

 

WhereT¥� = T� −   TJ�, T¥� =  T� − TJ�
and�¦ =  � −  ��. Replacing (29) and (30) in 

(27), the  derivative of the candidate Lyapunov function ¤�  becomes 
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¤� =  [�(F) − �� (F)]O�O(F) HPO + HP� � �(�)T¥� +  HP( G − � � )�(F)T¥�
+ HP ª�(F)TJ� −                              �(F)TJ�« �¦ + HP[¬(F)
− � H�M(HP) −  G¡ T¥�TJ� −  G¡ T¥�TJ� − G¡� �¦���  
≤  [�(F) − �� (F)]O�O(F) HPO +                             G¡ T¥� �¡HP� � �(�)T¥� −  TJ� �
+ G¡ T¥� ª¡HP(G − � � )�(F)T¥� −  TJ� «
+                            G¡� �¦ ª¡�HP ª�(F)TJ� −  �(F)TJ�« − ��� «+ HP[¬N(F) − � H�M(HP)]< |HP||¬N(F)| −                             �|HP|                                                 (G) 

where ª�(F)TJ� − �(F)TJ�« �¦ +  � �(F) + (G − �)�(F)Consequently, the filtered 

tracking errorHPand the approximation error¬N(F)of the direct adaptive control  are 

bounded. Our control scheme is compared with that proposed in [12] in order to highlight 

the advantages of PT2FNN Controller. This comparative study is summarized in table 1. 

Table 1: Comparison between our control scheme and that proposed in [12] 

Comparison Our paper Paper of ZHOU et al [12] 

Class of Uncertain Nonlinear 

Systems 
Single Input Single Output Single Input Single Output 

Type of Adaptive Controller  Direct Adaptive Controller Indirect Adaptive Controller 

Universal approximator 
Petri Fuzzy Type 2 Neural 

Networks 
Fuzzy Type 2 Neural Networks   

Type-reducer Adaptive modulation� The center-average defuzzifier 

Number of design parameters 
Twelve design parameters to be 
determined 

Fifteen parameters to be determined 

Number of activated rules 

Number of activated rules changes 
according to the threshold 

values�/` 

Number of fuzzy sets squared  two 

Number of the parameters to be 

adjusted 

2 ® + 1 parameters to be adjusted, 

where  ® isthe number of the fuzzy rules 

4 m parameters to be adjusted 

The advantages of each  controller 

– The system can converge 
faster using 

PT2FNNcontroller 

– The number of activated 

rules is optimized 

– Good tracking performance 

using  adaptive�as type-
reducer 

– Genetic algorithm was used 
to optimize the controller 

parameters 
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5. Numerical simulations and comparative studies 

 

In order to validate the effectiveness of our new control scheme, we chose the inverted 

pendulum system. The dynamic of the inverted pendulum system is given as : 

 ¯F� GFO° =  t] G] ]u tFGFOu + t]Gu (E(F) + �(F) + N(P)) 

   E(F) =  � ±²³(FG) − (Y� � FGO  ´µ±(FG) ±²³(FG) (Y�  + Y�)¶�((· − Y� ´µ±O(FG) (Y�  + Y�)⁄ )  

 �(F) =  ´µ±(FG) �Y�  +  Y��⁄�((· − Y� ´µ±O(FG) �Y�  +  Y��¶ )  
 

WhereFG =  TandFO =  T� denote the angular position and velocity.� = ¹. ¨G Y HO⁄ is 

the acceleration due to gravity; Y� = G B�is the mass of the cart,Y� = ]. G B�is the 

mass of the pole,� = ]. º Yis the half-length of the pole, and � is the control input, which 

is the applied force expressed in Newton. 
 
Petri type 2 fuzzy  neural networks are used to approximate the direct control law � given 

by (23) . F = [FG, FO] is the vector input of the  networks. For each input FDwe define  Gaussian 

membership functionsIDKD
as: 

 

IJDKD =  
klm
lnIDKD(FD) = L »�¼ ½− GO �FD��KB ¾D �¿

IDKD(FD) = »�¼ ½− GO �FD��K¾D �¿                                                                    (32) 

 

WhereD = G, O , K = G, O, … , º , � = [�G, �O, �, �·, �º] = t− ÀGO , − ÀÁ , ] , ÀÁ , ÀGOu , ¾ =[¾G, ¾O, ¾, ¾·, ¾º], ¾G =  ¾O =  ¾ =  ¾· = ¾º =  ÀGO. The total number of the defined 

rules for approximating �is25 rules. The design parameters are selected as :BG = O , BL =]. · , BÂ = ]. ] , L = ]. ¨Ã.the adaptive gains ¡ = t¡, ¡, ¡�u = [O]¨. · , Ã¨. ¹ , Á].  
 

The initial conditions are chosen as: F(]) = [FG(]), FO(])] = []. ]º, ]. ], TJ(]) =tTJ(]), TJ(])u = [G. O, O] ��(]) = ]. 

 
The objective of the simulation study is to control the output of the system S =  T to track 

the reference trajectory SN =  TN = ]. O ±²³(P) in the presence of the external 

disturbance NP =  ]. O ±²³(P). The proposed  PT2FNN is compared with  other control 
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schemes proposed in the literature [12][3], which are based on type 1 and type 2 fuzzy 

neural networks. 

 

For this purpose, we apply the same control law given by (23) to the pendulum system with 

identical design parameters, except for the PT2FNN approximator  which is replaced one 

time by type 1 fuzzy neural networks (T1FNN) and another time by type 2 fuzzy neural 

networks (T2FNN). For T2FNN we chose the same fuzzy sets of PT2FNN and the upper 

fuzzy sets of PT2FNN  for the T1FNN. The curves of trajectory tracking using T1FNN, 

T2FNN and PT2FNN respectively are shown in figure 3, 4 and 5. 

 

 

Figure 3 Reference tracking performance using T1FNN 

 

 
Figure 4 Reference tracking performance using T2FNN 

 
Figure 5 Reference tracking performance using PT2FNN 
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The Mean Absolute Error(ÄÅÆ), the Sum of Squares Error (__Æ) given by the equations 

(33) and (34) respectively, the maximum overshoot and the number of activated rules  are 

fixed as performance criteria, In order to evaluate the efficiency of each approximator 

(T1FNN, T2FNN and PT2FNN). 

         ÄÅÆ =  Ç∑ SN(B + G) − S(B + G )BD�G ÇB                                                              () 

      __Æ =  § RBO
B

D�G = §(SN(B + G) − S(B + G))OB
D�G                                                  (·) 

 
Where B = G]]]º  is the number of steps and the step size Q = ]. ]]]]G. 
 

The table 2 presents the comparison results for each type of  controller. From the results 

given in Table 2 , the following observations and conclusions can be made: 

 

– The tracking of the reference trajectory could be ensured by the three controllers.   

The global stability can be also achieved. All this can be so with a different degree 

of accuracy for each approximator. 

 

– All the defined 25 rules were activated by both type 1 and type 2 fuzzy neural 

networks. It is noticed  that the number of activated rules is changed between 2 to 

6 in PT2FNN, depending on the operating point and the filtered  error_P. 
 

– We can  see that the system can converge faster using PT2FNN approximator (Fig 

3-5) and can be seen to have better  adaptive algorithm compared to T1FNN and 

T2FNN. The performance is much better, resulting in smaller ÄÅÆ and __Æ  
values, minimum overshoot and a few activated rules. 

 
– The PT2FNN involves a few number of rules, which results in less computational 

burden and computation time  compared to type 1 and type 2 fuzzy neural 

networks. 

–  

Table 2: Comparative of the obtained performances 

The controller T1FNN T2FNN PT2FNN) 

MAE 0.0062 0.0034 0.0028 

SSE 0.5341 0.2180 0.1988 

Max of overshoot (%) 16.8 % 8.9 % 2.8 % 

Number of activated 

rules 
25 25 [2,6] 

 

In summary, the PT2FNN able to approximate the direct adaptive control law and ensured 

the desired behaviour of the closed loop system with high accuracy, minimum cost and 

global stability. Compared with the two types of fuzzy system, the proposed controller is 

much more efficient and optimize the number of rules. 
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6. Conclusion 

 
In this paper, a new PT2FNN universal approximator is used for approximating direct 

adaptive control for uncertain nonlinear systems . The convergence of the tracking error to 

zero is also ensured with high accuracy. Compared to the fixed number of  rules in T1FNN 

and T2FNN, We can find that the PT2FNN universal approximator reduced the number of 

activated rules. 

Using the direct Lyapunov approach, where the adaptive algorithms parameters are derived, 

the stability of the closed loop system was proven and demonstrated. The performances of 

the developed PT2FNN controller over T1FNN and T2FNN are illustrated by the 

simulation results of the comparative study using T1FNN, T2FNN and PT2FNN in the 

adaptive control of uncertain nonlinear system. 
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